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    Product Name :
  Bending Roller Machine

  Product Code :
  Power Press0003

  

  Description :

Bending Roller Machine

Technical Specification :

Introduction of Bending Roller Machine

The Plate Rolling Machine also is known as Bending Roller Machine rolls various types of metal sheets into
conical or round shape.
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Given below is the different kinds of techniques used to roll the metal plate:

    Three roller machines have two pressing side rolls and one pressing top role. It is the variable geometry
machinery. The rolls are able to tilt and move. The side rolls move in a horizontal plane and top rolls move in a
verticle plane. It has an ability to roll diameters and thicknesses of cylinders.

    Four rollers have pinching and top roll. The pinching rolls are used to hold the plate.

Features of Bending Roller Machine

    Gears like Helical gears are used instead of Spur Gear for enhancing the durability of the machinery. The
gears have a better bearing capacity which eliminates breakdown and revenue loss.

    The machine, Bending Roller Machine requires oiling at multiple places for the maintenance.

    The components of the machine are aligned appropriately which gives a better finished product.

    The skewing of the machine takes place with a vigorously designed support roll system equipped with the
machinery.

    It saves the electricity consumption and effective running cost. Therefore, it has hassle free operations that
are easily conductible.

Accessories of Bending Roller Machine

The semi- automatic, mechanical or electrical, Bending Roller Machine has three roller bending and a circle
bending used for rings, arches, railings and metal arches for furniture and buildings. The machine equips
accessories like Steel Tanks, Pipes, Sheets, Iron Sheet, and much more. The geometrical machinery uses top
rolls, pinching rolls and side rolls for compressing the sheet metals. Because of these accessories, this is one of
the best Sheet Metal Machines

Table
Length
Top RollBottom

Roll
H.P

1250x3100902
1250x61251053

1250x 101501255
1250x 121751407.5
1250x161901507.5
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1250x 20200 16010
1250x 2524020015

1500x31151003
1500x61401155

1500x101601357.5
1500x121801507.5
1500x1620016010
1500x2021517012.5
1500x2625021520

2000x61601355
2000x101851507.5
2000x1220516010
2000x1621517512.5
2000x2023019015
2000x2527523020
2500 x 61751507.5

2500 x 1020017010
2500 x 1223018015
2500 x 1624020020
2500 x 2026021520
2500 x 2530026030

3000x1024020015
3000x1226022020
3000x1627522520
3000x2029025025
3000x2534029040
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